The acoustic emission, AE, from avalanches of local cracks and microstructural changes of sandstone under confined compression have been reported. These avalanches soften the underlying minerals and play a key role as indicators for the prediction of geo-engineering disasters, such as mining collapses, rock outbursts caused by high ground stress, and man-made quakes by fracking.
Introduction
Avalanches are manifestations of jerky responses under slowly changing fields spanning a wide parameter space. Typical examples are magnetic materials, which magnetize via jumps of the magnetization known as Barkhausen noise [1] . Other dynamic physical systems with avalanches include sheared granular materials [2, 3] , plastically deformed crystals [4, 5] , ferroelectric switching [6] , collapse of porous materials [7, 8] , neuronal networks [9] , gravitational wave detection [10] , and even stellar evolution [11] . Among these systems, the failure of porous materials has recently received much attention [12] . One motivation to investigate porous crackling noise emerges from practical applications, such as the need to understand: catastrophic events in the mining industry [7, 13] , buildings [14] , crash-absorbers in cars [15] , crashing bones [16] , and wood [17] . The other motivation stems from the surprisingly high degree of universality for the avalanche processes, of which virtually all exhibit power-law statistical properties, while their mechanisms are widely different. As porous materials have given the strongest avalanche signals so far, they became the model material for wider classes of materials.
Experimentally, avalanches are often studied by the acoustic emission (AE) technique [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Compared with data sets from the collapse of porous materials such as sandstone, AE signals from other scenarios are usually weaker. For example, ferroic avalanches and kink movements usually show weak AEs [28] . This makes the collapse of sandstone a key model for other processes which follow the same statistical pathway. Furthermore, the statistical characteristics of porous materials failures share many similarities with earthquakes. A very complete study comparing the AE of Vycor glass under uniaxial compression and an earthquake, was reported in [29] . Seismological observations, including the Gutenberg-Richter law, hold in Vycor spanning nearly seven decades of jerk energies.
It was shown [30] three years ago that crackling noise changes its distribution exponents from a non-critical steady state to an all-important precursor regime before sandstone samples collapse, which means that the prediction of the collapse is possible in principle. This result is consistent with results from computer simulations [31, 32] . Experimentally, rock outbursts by high geo-stresses, mining and tunnel collapse under deep in-situ stress, and quakes induced by fracking, show all the hallmarks of avalanche behavior under confining stress [7, 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] 29, 30] . The question is then: what are the avalanche characteristics under confined compression? Although the evolution of micro-fractures under multi-axial compression was first studied over fifty years ago [33] , a comprehensive understanding of avalanches under confined compression is still missing. In this paper, we derive the avalanche statistics of sandstone under confinement by AE, and compare it with mean-field theory and previous studies to promote the applications of microseismic methods for environmental and ecological risk assessment.
Experimental
We used confinement (σ 2 = σ 3 < σ 1 ) equipment under constant displacement. Confined compressive tests were conducted using the MTS-815 (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) material test system. The vertical stress (σ 1 ) is produced by the vertical compression plates, and the confining stresses (σ 2 = σ 3 = 5 MPa, 10 MPa, and 15 MPa were used in this study) are provided by the confining oil pressure (Figure 1 ), and for every confining stress level, three sandstone samples were used. The displacement rate du/dt is 0.1 mm/min. The samples were sandstone selected from the Triassic region in southwest of China, Chongqing. Rock samples were prepared according to the International Society of Rock Mechanics' testing guidelines [34] . The sample shapes were cylindrical with 50 mm diameters and 100 mm lengths. The porosity was 18%, and the bulk density of sandstone was 2.2 g/cm 3 . Sandstone samples were composed of quartz 65%, feldspar 12%, muscovite 9%, kaolinite 5%, clay minerals 5.5%, and 3.5% other minerals. AE sensors were embedded in the vertical compression plates ( Figure 1 ) to capture the acoustic emission signals during the compression. To remove the background noise before the sandstone experiment, steel cylinders were used in control experiments. A threshold of 45 dB for the AE detection was determined. The thickness of the compression plates between the sandstone sample and AE sensors was 0.5 mm, and the surfaces between samples and plates, and plates and sensors were acoustically coupled by a thin layer of Vaseline. The working frequency range of AE sensors (NANO-30 Physical Acoustics Company, Princeton, NJ, USA) extends from 150 kHz to 400 kHz. The electric signal was pre-amplified (40 dB) and transferred to the AE analysis system (PCI-2 from American Physical Acoustics Company with time resolution of 10 MHz, Princeton, NJ, USA). A hit started with the first crossing of the threshold. The peak definition time (PDT) was 35 µs, the hit definition time (HDT) was 150 µs, and the hit lockout time (HLT) was 300 µs (definitions in Figure 1 ). A proper setting of the PDT allows the correct identification of the signal peak for rise time and peak amplitude measurements, while HDT ensures that each AE signal is reported as one and only one hit. The AE system requires HLT to be optimized for the next signal detection. 
Results
We extracted the avalanche energies E, amplitudes A, and waiting times δ from the jerk spectra by following the techniques described by Salje and Dahmen [35] . Absolute energies were obtained by numerical integration of the square voltage of signals E = 1 / R∫ 2 ( ) , where ti and tj are starting and ending times of the signal, and R = 10 kΩ is a reference resistance. The amplitude dB follows this relation, dB = (20lg(Vsensor/1μV)), where Vsensor is the peak voltage output from the sensor, and the brackets round the value to its nearest integer in dB. Waiting times are the difference between the two starting times of adjacent hits. In our study, samples under the same confining stress showed similar statistical characteristics of their mechanical behavior and their acoustic emission. Figure 2a -c show typical stress-strain curves and AE spectra for different confining conditions. The failure strength and failure strain are approximately linear functions of the confining stress (see Figure 2d ). 
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In our study, samples under the same confining stress showed similar statistical characteristics of their mechanical behavior and their acoustic emission. Figure 2a -c show typical stress-strain curves and AE spectra for different confining conditions. The failure strength and failure strain are approximately linear functions of the confining stress (see Figure 2d ).
We reduced the AE spectrum from the whole set to subsets of super-jerks [36] . Figure 3a shows the AE spectrum and super-jerks of one sample under a confinement pressure of 10 MPa. A super-jerk is defined as an avalanche signal with energy greater than any previous event of the series (red signals in Figure 3a ). They are numbered by their rank k = 1, 2 . . . , and divide the full event series into small subsets. In every subset, we used the ML (maximum likelihood) method [37] to study the energy distribution. ML avoids the choice of bins and construction of histograms. If the data follows a power law, P(E)~E −ε , according to the ML, the estimated exponent ε is:
, and the ML curve leads to a plateau for the exponent ε. The ML curves under confining pressures 5 MPa, 10 MPa, and 15 MPa are shown in Figure 3b -d. A recent theoretical study shows [38] that the shape of ML curves reflects whether the captured data correspond to a unique avalanche source, mixing of two avalanche sources, or exponential damping effects. The error of the ML analysis, ∆ε(E min ) = (ε − 1)/ √ n, is big at a large, absolute AE energy stage, and the vertical axis does not show all data points. Figure 3b -d shows a horizontally arranged S shape of the ML curve for the last subset, associated with mixing of two types of avalanches [38] . The last subsets start from the highest AE signal, which is associated with the major failure event of a sample. To investigate the avalanche behaviors in more detail, and identify the mixing effect, we divided the last subset into two stages; one is the correlated failure stage, and the other is the post-failure stage. Adding the early loading process, the whole compression process was, hence, divided into three stages; namely, (I) pre-failure, (II) correlated failure, and (III) a post-failure stage ( Figure 4a shows the three stages for confining pressure = 10 MPa). We reduced the AE spectrum from the whole set to subsets of super-jerks [36] . Figure 3a shows the AE spectrum and super-jerks of one sample under a confinement pressure of 10 MPa. A superjerk is defined as an avalanche signal with energy greater than any previous event of the series (red signals in Figure 3a ). They are numbered by their rank k = 1, 2…, and divide the full event series into small subsets. In every subset, we used the ML (maximum likelihood) method [37] to study the energy distribution. ML avoids the choice of bins and construction of histograms. If the data follows a power law, P(E)~ E −ε , according to the ML, the estimated exponent ε is:
] −1 , and the ML curve leads to a plateau for the exponent ε. The ML curves under confining pressures 5 MPa, 10 MPa, and 15 MPa are shown in Figure 3b -d. A recent theoretical study shows [38] that the shape of ML curves reflects whether the captured data correspond to a unique avalanche source, mixing of two avalanche sources, or exponential damping effects. The error of the ML analysis, ∆ε( min ) = (ε − 1)/√ , is big at a large, absolute AE energy stage, and the vertical axis does not show all data points. Figure 3b -d shows a horizontally arranged S shape of the ML curve for the last subset, associated with mixing of two types of avalanches [38] . The last subsets start from the highest AE signal, which is associated with the major failure event of a sample. To investigate the avalanche behaviors in more detail, and identify the mixing effect, we divided the last subset into two stages; one is the correlated failure stage, and the other is the post-failure stage. Adding the early loading process, the whole compression process was, hence, divided into three stages; namely, (I) pre-failure, (II) correlated failure, and (III) a post-failure stage ( Figure 4a shows the three stages for confining pressure = 10 MPa). 
Discussion
The probability distribution function P(E) is shown in Figure 4b . It shows a power law, P(E)~ E −ε over nearly five decades for Stage I and Stage II. The exponent values are ca. εI =1.8 and εII =1.37 for Stage I and Stage II, which agree with previous results [14, 30] . Stage III also shows power law behavior, but with shorter energy ranges. Figure 4c shows the ML analyses for different confining conditions. The ML curves of Stage I and Stage II show a plateau with similar exponents. The large error bars at high energies reflect the sparseness of the spectra with poor statistics. The ML of Stage Figure 5a shows the distribution of waiting times δ , which are the time intervals between consecutive events. They are one of the important temporal characteristics of earthquake sequences that they can be described by unique scaling function indicating universality [18] . Waiting time distributions P(δ) are from worldwide to local scales, and for quite different tectonic environments. This is even true if the seismic rate is not as stationary as during periods of pronounced aftershock sequences [18] . The main goal of the study of the distribution of waiting time is to investigate this unique scaling universality under confining condition. The inserted figure shows the waiting time distribution after normalized by its average < δ >. After normalization, all waiting time distributions collapse into a single double power law [29, 39] . The two exponents for the waiting time distributions are 1.1, (1-Φ), for short times, and 2.2, (2+ ), for long times. They agree with the results of other SiO2- 
The probability distribution function P(E) is shown in Figure 4b . It shows a power law, P(E)~E −ε over nearly five decades for Stage I and Stage II. The exponent values are ca. ε I = 1.8 and ε II = 1.37 for Stage I and Stage II, which agree with previous results [14, 30] . Stage III also shows power law behavior, but with shorter energy ranges. Figure 4c shows the ML analyses for different confining conditions. The ML curves of Stage I and Stage II show a plateau with similar exponents. The large error bars at high energies reflect the sparseness of the spectra with poor statistics. The ML of Stage III shows a continuously increasing trend typical for exponential damping. The PDF, probability density function, P(E) of Stage III can be modeled as (E)~E −ε exp(−E/D) [38] . The ML result of Stage III is shown in Figure 4c , with exponents, ε III = 1.8 and D = 1 × 10 4 aJ −1 . Figure 5a shows the distribution of waiting times δ, which are the time intervals between consecutive events. They are one of the important temporal characteristics of earthquake sequences that they can be described by unique scaling function indicating universality [18] . Waiting time distributions P(δ) are from worldwide to local scales, and for quite different tectonic environments. This is even true if the seismic rate is not as stationary as during periods of pronounced aftershock sequences [18] . The main goal of the study of the distribution of waiting time is to investigate this unique scaling universality under confining condition. The inserted figure shows the waiting time distribution after normalized by its average δ . After normalization, all waiting time distributions collapse into a single double power law [29, 39] . The two exponents for the waiting time distributions are 1.1, (1 − Φ), for short times, and 2.2, (2 + Ψ), for long times. They agree with the results of other SiO 2 -based materials [14] . All results in this study show similar waiting time distributions. This temporal distribution is stable during the whole compression process, which is consistent with results of earthquake distributions [40] . The aftershock distributions follow Omori's law and are similar to those of natural earthquakes [29] . Omori's law states that the number of aftershocks decays as a power-law after each mainshock (MS). We define MS as AE signals with energies E MS between 10 k and 10 k+1 aJ, with k = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The sequence of AS is then continued until another MS is found (the time distance is t-t MS ). We calculated the aftershock rates, r AS (t − t MS ), as function of the lapse time since the MS. The results of Omori's law are shown in Figure 5b with different MS energy levels. The Omori exponent was found to be −1.
We now discuss the scaling exponents provided by the experiments, and compare them with predictions of mean-field theory. Crackling noise exponents have been widely used in the field of phase transitions, magnetism, ferroelectricity, and superconductivity [41] . The acoustic emission was simulated by slip avalanches with results close to mean-field theory (MFT) [42] . The MFT exponents are not independent of each other. Theoretically, the relationship between the exponents is, for the mean-field model, τ − 1 = x(ε − 1) = 0.66, and τ − 1 = x(ε − 1) = 1.33 for force integrated mean-field models. τ is the exponent for the distribution of amplitude, P(A)~A −τ . x is the exponent relating amplitude to energy E~A x . The exponents τ and x under a confining pressure of 10 MPa are shown in Figure 6a ,b. We found that the confining pressure used in this study (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) does not change the exponents within experimental resolution; the exponents are similar to each other in this confining stress range. Table 1 shows the predicted exponents in MF, force integrated MF, and the mean exponents' values in this study. Here we follow the nomenclature in [35] . Interestingly, stage I and stage III fully agree with the force integrated MF, and Stage II agrees with the predictions of MF without force integration. The relation τ − 1 = x(ε − 1) holds, as shown in Table 2 . based materials [14] . All results in this study show similar waiting time distributions. This temporal distribution is stable during the whole compression process, which is consistent with results of earthquake distributions [40] . The aftershock distributions follow Omori's law and are similar to those of natural earthquakes [29] . Omori's law states that the number of aftershocks decays as a power-law after each mainshock (MS). We define MS as AE signals with energies EMS between 10 k and 10 k+1 aJ, with k = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The sequence of AS is then continued until another MS is found (the time distance is t-tMS). We calculated the aftershock rates, rAS(t−tMS), as function of the lapse time since the MS. The results of Omori's law are shown in Figure 5b with different MS energy levels. The Omori exponent was found to be −1. We now discuss the scaling exponents provided by the experiments, and compare them with predictions of mean-field theory. Crackling noise exponents have been widely used in the field of phase transitions, magnetism, ferroelectricity, and superconductivity [41] . The acoustic emission was simulated by slip avalanches with results close to mean-field theory (MFT) [42] . The MFT exponents are not independent of each other. Theoretically, the relationship between the exponents is, for the mean-field model, τ -1 = x(ε -1) = 0.66, and τ -1 = x(ε -1) = 1.33 for force integrated mean-field models. τ is the exponent for the distribution of amplitude, P(A) ~ A −τ . x is the exponent relating amplitude to energy E ~ A x . The exponents τ and x under a confining pressure of 10 MPa are shown in Figure 6a , b. We found that the confining pressure used in this study (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) does not change the exponents within experimental resolution; the exponents are similar to each other in this confining stress range. Table 1 shows the predicted exponents in MF, force integrated MF, and the mean exponents' values in this study. Here we follow the nomenclature in [35] . Interestingly, stage I The variation of ε is now compared with previous results of deformed solids without confinement [30] . These studies show that ε of pre-failure, and correlated failure, are 1.77 and 1.53. Under confinement, ε is near 1.8 and 1.37 for pre-failure and correlated failure. The theoretical ε value associated with fracture in MF is 4/3 = 1.33 which is remarkably close to our result 1.37. Hence, the confining effect does not change the avalanche behavior during the pre-failure stage, but leads to an avalanche distribution exponent ε of correlated failure closer to the MF prediction. The confining effect in rock compression was also studied by micro-CT observations [43] . The results show that uniaxial compression leads to more cracks, while a triaxial compression produces one main crack when the failure mode changes from mixed tension/shear fracture to pure shear fracture. Simultaneously, the energy exponent was found to decrease slightly. The energy exponent of Vycor, a mesoporous silica with pore diameters in the range 2-10 nm, is 1.39 [29] . This value was close to ε II in this study. For the fracture, ε is near 1.3 in ethanol-dampened charcoal [44] , in close agreement with our results. The physical effect of the confining effect might stem come from reducing pore space in sandstone and promoting a "creep-like" processes. This behavior appears to be very similar to creep relaxation effects in other systems, such as micropillars made out of crystals or amorphous metals [45, 46] . In addition, critical exponents are higher than mean-field predictions associated with the behavior of an avalanche oscillator [47] , which is used to explain large exponents in the crystal plasticity of small grains in polycrystals or crystalline pillars. Furthermore, excepting power-law scaling, the average avalanche shape behaviors of the confining effect could be investigated in the future [48] . At last, we discuss some implications. AE signals can be used for the continuous monitoring of underground engineering projects. The AE energy distribution exponent can easily be measured using highly-sensitive AE sensors attached to the host rock. The data analysis method can easily be implemented through online evaluation of the AE signals. Our study, hence, advocates the applications of microseismic methods for environmental and ecological risk assessment under confining engineering conditions. Crystals 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 12
and stage III fully agree with the force integrated MF, and Stage II agrees with the predictions of MF without force integration. The relation τ -1 = x(ε -1) holds, as shown in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
In this study, we reported the results of the avalanche statistics of sandstone under confinements and compared them with predictions of mean-field theory and previous non-confinement studies. Our results show confinement effects shift the value of the energy exponent closer to the mean-field value prediction in the failure stage. Temporal avalanches' characteristics like Omori's law and waiting time distributions are independent of stress states during the whole compression process, and their scaling exponents are very similar to those found in seismological studies.
